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Abstract

Can conversational videos captured from multiple egocen-
tric viewpoints reveal the map of a scene in a cost-efficient
way? We seek to answer this question by proposing a new
problem: efficiently building the map of a previously un-
seen 3D environment by exploiting shared information in
the egocentric audio-visual observations of participants in
a natural conversation. Our hypothesis is that as multi-
ple people (“egos") move in a scene and talk among them-
selves, they receive rich audio-visual cues that can help
uncover the unseen areas of the scene. Given the high cost
of continuously processing egocentric visual streams, we
further explore how to actively coordinate the sampling of
visual information, so as to minimize redundancy and re-
duce power use. To that end, we present an audio-visual
deep reinforcement learning approach that works with our
shared scene mapper to selectively turn on the camera to ef-
ficiently chart out the space. We evaluate the approach using
a state-of-the-art audio-visual simulator for 3D scenes as
well as real-world video. Our model outperforms previous
state-of-the-art mapping methods, and achieves an excellent
cost-accuracy tradeoff. Project: http://vision.cs.
utexas.edu/projects/chat2map.

1. Introduction
The spatial layout of the environment around us is fun-

damental to understanding our physical context. By repre-
senting the walls, furniture, and other major structures in a
space, scene maps ground activity and objects in a persis-
tent frame of reference, facilitating high-level reasoning for
many downstream applications in augmented reality (AR)
and robotics. For example, episodic memory [16, 28] aims to
relocalize lost objects observed in first-person video (where
are my keys?); floorplan estimation [10, 40, 47] aims to chart
out the area and shapes of complex buildings; navigating
agents try to discover routes in unfamiliar spaces [4, 11, 53].

While traditional computer vision approaches for map-
ping (e.g., visual SLAM) are highly effective when extensive
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Figure 1. Given egocentric audio-visual observations from multiple
people wearing AR glasses and moving and conversing (left), we
aim to accurately map the scene (right). To mitigate cost, our model
receives audio continuously but learns to selectively employ the ego
cameras only when the visual input is expected to be informative.

exposure to the environment is possible, in many real-world
scenarios only a fraction of the space is observed by the cam-
era. Recent work shows the promise of sensing 3D spaces
with both sight and sound [8, 13, 24, 26, 52]: listening to
echoes bounce around the room can reveal the depth and
shape of surrounding surfaces, and even help extrapolate
a floorplan beyond the camera’s field of view or behind
occluded objects [52].

While we are inspired by these advances, they also have
certain limitations. Often systems will emit sounds (e.g., a
frequency sweep) into the environment to ping for spatial
information [1, 13, 14, 22, 26, 39, 52, 61], which is intrusive
if done around people. Furthermore, existing audio-visual
models assume that the camera is always on grabbing new
frames, which is wasteful if not intractable, particularly on
lightweight, low-power computing devices in AR settings.

We introduce Chat2Map, a new scene mapping task
aimed at eliminating these challenges. In the proposed set-
ting, multiple people converse as they move casually through
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the scene while wearing AR glasses equipped with an ego-
centric camera, microphones, and potentially other sensors
(e.g., for odometry).1 Given their egocentric audio-visual
data streams, the goal is to infer the ground-plane occupancy
map for the larger environment around them. See Figure 1.

We observe that audio-visual data from the egos’ inter-
actions will naturally reflect scene structure. First, as they
walk and talk, their movements reveal spaces like corridors,
doorways, and large rooms, in both modalities. Second,
the speech captured by the device-wearer’s cameras and
microphones can be localized to different speakers, which,
compared to active sound emission, is non-intrusive.

To realize this vision, we develop a novel approach to
efficient scene mapping from multi-ego conversations. Our
approach has two key elements: a shared scene mapper
and a visual sampling policy. For the former, we devise a
transformer-based mapper that incorporates the multiple data
streams to infer a map beyond the directly observed areas,
and, most importantly, that enables communication among
the egos about their observations and states in the 3D space
to improve mapping accuracy. For the latter, our idea is to
relax the common assumption of an “always-on" camera, and
instead actively select when to sample visual frames from
any one of the ego cameras. Intuitively, certain regions where
the egos move will be more or less important for mapping
(e.g., corners of the room, doors). We train a sampling
policy with deep reinforcement learning that activates the
visual feed only when it is anticipated to complement the
continuous audio feed. This is a cost-conscious approach,
mindful that switching on a camera is much more power
consuming than sensing audio with microphones [2, 37].

We demonstrate our approach using a state-of-the-art
audio-visual simulator for 3D scenes [8] as well as real-world
video input. We can successfully map an unfamiliar envi-
ronment given only partial visibility via multiple conversing
people moving about the scene. Compared to sampling all
visual frames, our model reduces the visual capture and pro-
cessing by 87.5% while the mapping accuracy declines only
marginally (∼ 9%).

Our main contributions are 1) we define the task of effi-
cient and shared scene mapping from multi-ego conversa-
tions, a new direction for AR/VR research; 2) we present
the first approach to begin tackling this task, specifically an
RL-based framework that integrates an audio-visual scene
mapper and a smart visual sampling policy; and 3) we rig-
orously experiment with a variety of environments (both in
simulation and the real world), speech sounds, and use cases.

2. Related Work
Visual scene mapping. Past works tackle scene mapping
using 3D Manhattan layouts [18, 64, 69, 74, 75], detailed

1Throughout, we call each person participating in the conversation an
“ego" for short.

floorplans [10, 40, 47, 62, 67], occupancy [21, 34, 46, 54,
59, 60], and semantic maps [45]. Manhattan layouts in-
clude structured outputs like scene boundaries [64, 74, 75],
corners [74, 75], and floor/ceilings [69, 75], but do not gen-
eralize to unseen environment regions. Floorplan estimation
methods use dense scans of 3D scenes to predict geometric
(walls, exterior/ interior) and semantic layouts (room type,
object type, etc.), rely on extensive human walkthroughs
with RGB-D [10, 40] or 3D point cloud [47, 62] scans, and
are usually limited to polygonal layouts [10, 40, 47, 62, 67].
Occupancy maps traditionally rely on wide field-of-view
(FoV) LiDAR scanners [56] or evaluate on simple 2D envi-
ronments without non-wall obstacles [21, 34, 60, 60]. More
recent methods [4, 5, 11, 53] train an embodied agent to
explore and build top-down maps of more complex scenes
using RGB-D. On the contrary, our method uses both vision
and audio from the observations of a group of conversing
people for mapping. Rather than steer the camera of a robot
to map the scene, our task requires processing passive video
from human camera wearers.

Audio-visual scene mapping. To our knowledge, the only
prior work to translate audio-visual inputs into a general
(arbitrarily shaped) floorplan maps is AV-Floorplan [52].
Unlike AV-Floorplan, our method infers maps from speech in
natural human conversations, which avoids emitting intrusive
frequency sweep signals to generate echoes. In addition, a
key goal of our work is to reduce mapping cost by skipping
redundant visual frames. Our experiments demonstrate the
benefits of our model design over AV-Floorplan [52].

Audio(-visual) spatial understanding. More broadly, be-
yond the mapping task, various methods leverage audio for
geometric and material information about the 3D scene and
its constituent objects. Prior work relies on acoustic reflec-
tions to estimate the shape of objects [39]. Echolocation is
used in robotics to estimate proximity to surrounding sur-
faces [1, 14, 22, 61]. Together, vision and audio can better
reveal the shape and materials of objects [48, 58, 73], self-
supervise imagery [26], and improve depth sensing [35, 70].
Recent work exploits correlations between spatial audio and
imagery to reason about scene acoustics [7, 44] or aid active
embodied navigation [6, 9, 17, 25, 72] and source separa-
tion [42, 43]. No prior work intelligently selects images to
capture during conversations to efficiently map a scene.

Multi-agent spatial understanding. There is existing
work [15, 29, 31, 32, 51] in the visual multi-agent reinforce-
ment learning (MARL) community that learns collaborative
agents for performing tasks like relocating furniture [31, 32],
playing 3D multi-player games [30], coordinated scene ex-
ploration [29], or multi-object navigation [51]. In such set-
tings, the collaborative agents actively interact with the envi-
ronment to learn a shared scene representation for success-
fully completing their task. In contrast, we aim to learn a
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shared geometric map of a 3D scene given passive observa-
tions that come from the trajectories chosen by a group of
people involved in a natural conversation.

Efficient visual sampling in video. Efficient visual sam-
pling has been studied in the context of video recogni-
tion [27, 36, 38, 68, 71] and summarization [12, 63] with
the goal of selectively processing informative frames, which
can both reduce computational cost and improve recognition.
More closely related to our approach are methods that use
audio for the decision-making [27, 36, 50]. Different from
the above, we use efficient visual sampling in the context
of mapping scenes. Furthermore, in our case an online sam-
pling decision needs to be made at every step before looking
at the current visual frame (or frames from future steps).

3. Chat2Map Task Formulation

We propose a novel task: efficient and shared mapping of
scenes from multi-ego conversations.

Without loss of generality, we consider two egos, E1

and E2, each wearing AR glasses equipped with an RGB-D
camera and a multi-channel microphone array. The egos
have a conversation and move around in an unmapped
3D environment. Each conversation is T steps long. At
each step t, the ego Ei’s glasses receive an observation
Oi,t = (Vi,t, Si,t, Pi,t, S

′

i,t, P
′

i,t). Vi,t is the 90◦ FOV RGB-
D image and Si,t is the speech waveform uttered by Ei,
as observed from its pose Pi,t = (xi,t, yi,t, θi,t), where
(xi,t, yi,t) denotes its location and θi,t denotes its orientation
in the 3D scene. S ′

i,t is the speech of the other ego E
′

i (the
other person involved in the conversation), as perceived by
Ei (note, the speech sounds different depending on the lis-
tener position), and P

′

i,t is E
′

i’s pose relative to Ei. Modern
AR glasses, like Bose Frames or Facebook Aria already sup-
port capturing such multi-sensory observations, making it
possible to have a real-world instantiation of our task.

Given the real-time observation stream O for the egos,
where O =

{
Oi,t : i = 1, . . . , 2, t = 1 . . . T

}
and a total

budget of visual frames B, we aim to learn a model that
can accurately estimate the top-down occupancy map M of
the scene without exceeding the visual budget. The fixed
budget represents allotting a fixed amount of battery to the
energy-intensive visual capture [37], so that other on-device
routines are not affected. We assume the first visual frames
(at t = 1) for both egos to be used by the model. Thus we
aim to learn a policy that samples B frames from 2 ∗ (T − 1)
choices—which are not considered a batch, but rather unfold
in sequence—and a mapper that predicts the scene map
given the sampled frames. Our goal is to build a model that
samples the expensive visual frames only when absolutely
needed for scene mapping. This is captured by the constraint
1 ≤ B <<2 ∗ (T − 1).

There are three important aspects to our task. First, it

requires learning from both vision and audio. While the
visual signal carries rich information about the local scene
geometry, there can be a high amount of redundancy in the
visual feed captured during a conversation (e.g., the egos
may visit the same location more than once or change their
viewpoint only marginally). Second, not only does the long-
range nature of audio help uncover the global scene prop-
erties [19, 52] like shape and size—beyond what is visible
in images—but also we can exploit audio to undersample
the visual frames, thereby reducing the cost of capturing and
processing sensory inputs for mapping. Third, shared map-
ping of a scene allows jointly leveraging the complementary
information in the audio (speech) from the self and other
egos, and the synergy of the audio-visual cues from multiple
egos. These insights form the basis of our key hypothesis
in this task—selectively sampling visual frames during a
conversation involving egos that share information with each
other can facilitate efficient mapping of a scene.

4. Approach
We solve the task by learning a model that estimates the

scene map given the egos’ audio-visual observations and
also sequentially decides when to sample visual frames for
mapping given the audio stream, ego poses, and previously
sampled frames, if any. Here, "sampling" refers to individu-
ally deciding for each ego whether to use its camera or not
to capture the visuals at every step of its trajectory in the
scene. The sampling is preemptive in nature, i.e. the policy
selects or skips a frame without capturing it first.

Our model has two main components (see Fig. 2): (1) a
shared scene mapper, and (2) a visual sampling policy. At
every step t, the shared mapper has two functions. First, it
estimates the map of a previously unseen environment by
exploiting the shared spatial cues in the audio-visual obser-
vations of the two egos. Second, it informs the policy about
the utility of sampling a certain visual frame. Guided by the
mapper, the policy samples only the most informative visual
frames that are expected to boost mapping significantly over
using just audio. Note that, unlike the visuals, we observe
audio continuously as it is less resource-intensive vis-a-vis
storage and power requirements for processing [2].

We learn our task through the synergy of the mapper and
the policy, such that under the constraint of a limited visual
budget B, our model implicitly understands which visual
frames are critical for mapping.

First, we describe the steps involved to prepare our model
inputs (Sec. 4.1). Next, we introduce our visual sampling
policy (Sec. 4.2) and shared scene mapper (Sec. 4.3). Finally,
we present model training details (Sec. 4.4). Through the
rest of the text, we use separate notations to distinguish the
egos’ observations O (i.e. what the egos receive from the
environment) from our model inputs O (i.e. what we capture
and feed to our model for efficient mapping).
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Figure 2. Our model has two main components: a) a visual sampling policy (left), and b) a shared scene mapper (right). At each step, our
policy receives the current audio along with the previous audio(-visual) observations for the egos and decides for each ego individually
whether to capture its visual frame at the current step. As per the policy predictions, the shared mapper conditionally uses the current visual
frame(s) and audio along with the past audio(-visual) observations to predict the occupancy map of the scene, a ground-plane map showing
where obstacles and freespace are (shown in green and white).

4.1. Model input preparation

We prepare our model inputs by separately preprocessing
the visual and audio modalities. If our policy decides to
sample an image V , we transform it into V = (V R, V M ).
V R denotes the normalized RGB image with pixel values
∈ [0, 1]. V M denotes the 90◦ FoV top-down occupancy map
created by projecting the depth image to the ground plane.
To do the depth projection, we first backproject it into the
world coordinates using the camera’s intrinsic parameters to
compute the local visible scene’s 3D point cloud. Next, we
project these points to obtain a two-channel binary top-down
map of size h× w × 2, where the first channel reveals occu-
pied/free areas, and the second channel reveals seen/unseen
areas. If our policy skips V , we set V R and V M to all-zero
matrices of the appropriate size.

For a speech waveform S, we calculate the short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) magnitude spectrogram denoted
by S of size F ×T ×C, where F , T , and C are the number
of frequency bins, time windows, and ambisonic microphone
channels, respectively. Lastly, we normalize each pose Pi,t

to be relative to P1,1. See Sec. 5 and Supp. for more details.

4.2. Visual sampling policy

At every step t, our visual sampling policy πV (Fig. 2
left) receives Oπ(t) as input and makes the decision to either
capture or skip the visual frame Vi,t for each ego Ei. Oπ(t)
comprises the visual cue from the last step along with the

speech cues, and the poses from the current step and the
last step for both egos. Formally, Oπ(t) =

{
Oπ

i (t) : i =

1 . . . 2
}

, where Oπ
i (t) =

{
Vi,t−1, Si,j , Pi,j , S

′

i,j , P
′

i,j : j =

t − 1 . . . t
}

. The policy first uses an encoder network to
generate a multi-modal embedding of Oπ(t), and then passes
the embedding to a policy network that makes a sampling
decision per ego. At t = 1, as per our problem definition
(Sec. 3), the policy always chooses to sample the visual
frames for both egos, i.e., the cameras are initially on.

Multi-modal policy embedding. To process ego Ei’s
visual input Vi,t−1 from the last step, we encode the
RGB image V R

i,t−1 and map V M
i,t−1 with separate CNNs.

We then concatenate the two features to generate the
visual embedding vi,t−1. To encode the pose in-
puts

{
Pi,t−1, P

′

i,t−1, Pi,t, P
′

i,t

}
, we use a linear layer

and generate pose embeddings
{
pi,t−1, p

′

i,t−1, pi,t, p
′

i,t

}
.

We process the speech inputs
{
Si,t−1, S

′

i,t−1, Si,t, S
′

i,t

}
using another CNN and create speech embeddings{
si,t−1, s

′

i,t−1, si,t, s
′

i,t

}
. Next, we fuse the visual, speech

and pose embeddings using linear layers (see Fig. 2 left) to
obtain the multi-modal policy embedding ei,t for Ei. Finally,
we fuse the policy embeddings for the two egos, e1,t and
e2,t with a linear layer to produce the multi-modal policy
embedding et.

The visual, audio, and pose inputs carry complementary
cues required for efficient visual sampling. Whereas the
pose inputs from the last and current steps explicitly reveal
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the viewpoint change between the steps, the previous and
current speech inputs provide information about the changes
in the local and global scene structures as a function of the
previously sampled visual inputs, which together suggest the
value of sampling a visual frame at the current step. Further-
more, guided by our training reward (below in Sec. 4.4), the
previously observed visual frames and audio together enable
our policy to anticipate the current frames and skip them
if they are deemed redundant, thereby improving mapping
accuracy for a low visual budget.

Policy network. The policy network consists of a GRU
that estimates an updated history ht along with the current
state representation gt, using the fused embedding et and
the history of states ht−1. An actor-critic module takes
gt and ht−1 as inputs and predicts a policy distribution
πθ(ai,t|gt, ht−1) per ego along with the value of the state
Hθ(gt, ht−1) (θ are policy parameters). The policy samples
an action ai,t ∈

{
0, 1

}
for every Ei. ai,t = 1 corresponds

to selecting Vi,t, whereas ai,t = 0 means to skip that frame.

4.3. Shared scene mapper

Whereas Oπ(t) denotes our policy input (Sec. 4.2),
OM (t) denotes the input to our shared scene mapper fM

at step t, such that OM (t) =
{
(Vi,j , Si,j , S

′

i,j , Pi,j , P
′

i,j) :

i = 1 . . . 2, j = 1 . . . t
}

. fm starts by embedding each
component of OM (t) using a separate network. This is fol-
lowed by a multi-modal memory that stores the embeddings
since the start of the episode. Finally, a transformer [65]
predicts an estimate M̃(t) of the scene map conditioned on
the multi-modal memory and the egos’ poses in the episode.

Multi-modal mapper embedding. For the visual input
Vi,j , we encode V R

i,j and V M
i,j using separate CNNs and

do a channel-wise concatenation to get visual features v̂i,j .
Similarly speech is encoded using separate CNNs to get ŝi,j
and ŝ

′

i,j . Each of v̂, ŝ and ŝ
′

is of size 4× 4× 1024.
For both vision and speech, we compute two positional

embeddings, pI and pII. They encode the pose of the egos
in the 3D space, and the index of each 1024-dimensional
feature in the visual or speech features in the raster order
respectively. Whereas pI helps discover spatial cues as a
function of the egos’ location in the 3D scene, pII enables
our model to attend to different modalities in a more fine-
grained manner. For both, we compute an 8-dimensional
sinusoidal positional encoding [65] and then pass it through a
linear layer to obtain a 1024-dimensional embedding. For pII,
we additionally repeat this process for every feature index in
the raster order. Lastly, we reshape pI and add it with pII to
produce 4× 4× 1024-dimensional positional embeddings,
p̂i,j for v̂i,j and ŝi,j , and p̂

′

i,j for ŝ
′

i,j .
Following [44], we also learn an embedding m̂i,j ∈{

m̂V , m̂S , m̂S′
}

to capture different modality types, where
m̂V represents vision, and m̂S and m̂S′ represent the speech

from self and that of the other ego, respectively. The
modality-based embeddings help our model differentiate
between different modalities and better map the scene by
learning complementary spatial cues from them.

Multi-modal memory. For the visual input Vi,j , we add
its embedding v̂i,j with its positional embedding p̂i,j and
modality embedding m̂V

i,j , and flatten the sum to get a 16×
1024-dimensional embedding. Similarly, we fuse the speech
embeddings by taking their sum and flattening them. This
generates a multi-modal memory of fused embeddings o,
such that o =

{
oV1,1, . . . , o

V
2,t, o

S
1,1, . . . , o

S
2,t, o

S′

1,1, . . . , o
S′

2,t

}
.

Occupancy prediction. To predict the underlying scene
occupancy, we first use a transformer encoder [65] to attend
to the embeddings in o and capture short- and long-range
correlations within and across modalities using a stack of
self-attention layers. This generates an audio-visual repre-
sentation that models the spatial layout of the 3D scene.

Next, we use a transformer decoder [65] to perform cross-
attention on the audio-visual representation of the scene
conditioned on the embedding p̂i,j for every pose Pi,j in
OM (t) and generate an embedding di,j for the pose. Finally,
we upsample di,j using a multi-layer network U comprising
transpose convolutions and a sigmoid layer at the end to
predict an estimate M̃i,j of the ground-truth local 360◦ FoV
map for the pose, Mi,j . Both Mi,j and its estimate M̃i,j are
two-channel binary occupancy maps of size H × W . To
obtain the estimated map M̃(t) for the scene, we register
each prediction M̃i,j onto a larger shared map using the pose
Pi,j and threshold the final shared map at 0.5 (see Supp. for
map registration details). Importantly, the shared map allows
communication between both egos’ data streams for more
informed mapping and sampling, as we show in results.

4.4. Model training

Policy training. We propose a novel dense RL reward to
train policy πV :

r(t) = ∆Q(t)− η ∗ ρ(t).

∆Q(t) measures the improvement in mapping from taking
actions

{
ai,t : i = 1 . . . 2

}
over not sampling any visual

frame at step t. ρ(t) is a penalty term to discourage sampling
a frame from the same pose more than once, which we
weight by η. We define ∆Q(t) as

∆Q(t) = Q
(
M̃(t) | OM (t)

)
−Q

(
M̃(t) | (OM (t) \ Vt)

)
,

where Q is a map quality measure, Q(X|Y ) represents the
quality of map estimate X given inputs Y , and (OM (t) \ Vt)
denotes the mapper inputs devoid of any visual frame for the
current step. We define ρ(t) as

ρ(t) =
∑

i=1...2

ai,t ∗ 1(Vi,t ∈ OM (t− 1)),
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where the indicator function checks if Vi,t was used in map-
ping before. While ∆Q(t) incentivizes sampling frames that
provide a big boost to the mapping accuracy over skipping
them, ρ(t) penalizes wasting the visual budget on redundant
sampling, thereby maximizing mapping performance within
the constraints of a limited budget. We set ρ = 0.03 in all
our experiments and define Q as the average F1 score over
the occupied and free classes in a predicted occupancy map.
We empirically observe that alternate penalty terms based
on visual similarity, like the ORB [55] feature matching
similarity, do not improve the model performance.

We train πV with Decentralized Distributed PPO (DD-
PPO) [66]. The DD-PPO loss consists of a value loss, policy
loss and an entropy loss to promote exploration (see Supp.
for details).

Mapper training. At each step t, we train the shared map-
per fm with a loss LM (t), such that

LM (t) =
1

2× t

∑
i=1...2

∑
j=1...t

BCE(M̃i,j ,Mi,j),

where BCE(M̃i,j ,Mi,j) is the average binary cross entropy
loss between M̃i,j and Mi,j .

Training curriculum. To train our model, we first pretrain
mapper fm in two phases and then train the policy πV while
keeping fm frozen. In phase 1, we train fm without visual
sampling, i.e. all visual frames are provided at each step.
In phase 2, we finetune the pretrained weights of fm from
phase 1 on episodes where we randomly drop views to satisfy
the budget B. While phase 1 improves convergence when
training with visual sampling, phase 2 helps with reward
stationarity when training our RL policy. Both phases use
the same training, validation and testing data.

5. Experiments
Experimental setup. For our main experiments, we use
SoundSpaces [8] acoustic simulations with AI-Habitat [57]
and Matterport3D [3] visual scenes. While Matterport3D
provides dense 3D meshes and image scans of real-world
houses and other indoor scenes, SoundSpaces provides room
impulse responses (RIRs) at a spatial resolution of 1m for
Matterport3D that model all real-world acoustic phenom-
ena [8]. This setup allows us to evaluate with as many as 83
scenes, split in 56/10/17 for train/val/test, compare against
relevant prior work [52, 53] and report reproducible results.

We also collect real-world data in a mock-up apartment
due to the absence of a publicly available alternative suited
for our task. We capture a dense set of RGB images us-
ing a Samsung S22 camera and generate the corresponding
depth images using monocular depth estimation [20, 33]. To
compute the RIRs, following [23], we generate a sinusoidal
sweep sound from 20Hz-20kHz with a loudspeaker at source

location, capture it with an Eigenmike at a receiver location,
and convolve the spatial sound with the inverse of the sweep
sound to retrieve the RIR. All capturing devices are placed
at a height of 1.5 m. We generate occupancy maps by back-
projecting the depth images (cf. Sec. 4.1) and register them
onto a shared top-down map before taking egocentric crops
to generate the local occupancy inputs and targets.

Note that both datasets have real-world visuals as they
are captured in the real environments; SoundSpaces has
high-quality simulated audio while the apartment data has
real-world collected audio RIRs.

Conversation episode. For each episode,(simulated or
real), we randomly place the egos in a scene. Episode
length is T = 16 and 8 for simulation and real, re-
spectively. At each step, the egos execute a movement
from A =

{
MoveForward, TurnLeft, TurnRight

}
,

where MoveForward moves an ego forward by 1 m, and
the Turn actions rotate the ego by 90◦, as required by
SoundSpaces. Further, either of the egos speaks or both
speak with equal probability of 1

3 at every step, i.e., there are
no moments of total silence, but one ego may be silent. The
egos stay between 1− 3m from each other (typical in a con-
versation) so that they do not collide and each ego is audible
by the other at all times. This results in train/val splits of
1,955,334/100 episodes in simulation, and a simulated/real-
world test split of 1000/27 episodes. See Supp. for additional
analysis on the model performance vs. training data size. We
set the visual budget to B = 2 for our main experiments (see
Supp. for B = 4, 6 evaluations). Note that these episodes are
solely to generate video data; our task requires processing
passive video, not controlling embodied agents.

Observations and model output. For the occupancy
maps, consistent with [4, 11, 53], we generate (31×31×2)-
dimensional input maps that cover 3.1 × 3.1 m2 in area at
a resolution of 0.1 m, and set the local target map size to
H × W = 6.4 × 6.4 m2 (∼ 41 m2). For speech, we use
100 distinct speakers from LibriSpeech [49], split in 80/11
for heard/unheard, where unheard speech is only used in
testing. We assume camera poses, as modern AR devices
are equipped with motion sensors that can robustly estimate
relative poses [41]. We test our robustness to ambient sounds
that get mixed with the egos’ speech, and incorporate odom-
etry noise models [52, 53] in Supp.

Evaluation settings. We evaluate our model in two set-
tings: 1) passive mapping, the mapper has access to all
visual frames in an episode (i.e., the camera is always on),
and 2) active mapping, where the mapping agent has to ac-
tively sample frames to meet the visual budget B. This helps
disentangle our modeling contributions—whereas passive
mapping lets us show improvements in the mapper fM over
existing methods [52, 53], active mapping helps demonstrate
the benefits of smart visual sampling.
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Simulation Real world
Model F1 score ↑ IoU ↑ F1 score ↑ IoU ↑
All-occupied 63.4 48.8 36.2 23.8
Register-inputs 72.6 60.1 50.8 35.0
OccAnt [53] 74.5 62.7 53.9 38.3
AV-Floorplan [52] 79.3 67.9 54.5 38.7
Ours 81.8 71.4 55.5 39.2

Ours w/o vision 72.8 60.3 50.8 35.0
Ours w/o audio 78.1 66.7 54.1 38.0
Ours w/o E

′

i’s speech 81.5 70.9 55.4 39.1
Ours w/o shared mapping 80.7 70.0 54.9 38.6
Ours w/o modality tag 79.1 67.8 54.5 38.1

Table 1. Passive mapping performance (%). All our gains are
statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05).

We use standard evaluation metrics [53]: F1 score and
IoU (intersection over union) between the predicted and
target scene maps. For both metrics, we report the mean
over the free and occupied classes. For active mapping,
we average the metrics over 3 random seeds. We use the
following baselines to compare our model‘s efficacy.
Passive mapping:
• All-occupied: a naive baseline that predicts all locations

in its map estimate as occupied
• Register-inputs: a naive baseline that registers the input

maps onto a shared map and uses it as its prediction
• OccAnt [53]: a vision-only SOTA model that uses the

RGB-D images at each step to anticipate the occupancy of
the area around an ego that’s outside its visible range.

• AV-Floorplan [52]: an audio-visual SOTA model that
passively predicts the floorplan of a scene using a walk-
through in it, where the audio is either self-generated or
comes from semantic sources in the scene. We adapt the
model for our occupancy prediction task and give it the
exact same audio-visual observations as our model.

Active mapping:
• Random: an agent that selects visual frames randomly for

each ego as long as the budget allows
• Greedy: an agent that greedily uses up the visual budget

by sampling frames as early as possible
• Unique-pose: an agent that samples a frame for every new

ego pose in the episode
In active mapping, we use the model from the second pre-
training phase (Sec. 4.4) as the mapper for all models for fair
comparison. Thus, any difference in performance is due to
the quality of each method’s sampling decisions.

See Supp. for all other details like network architectures,
training hyperparameters, and baseline implementation.

5.1. Map prediction results

Passive mapping. Table 1 (top) reports the prediction qual-
ity of all models in the passive mapping setting. Naive base-
lines (All-occupied, Register-inputs) perform worse than the
learned models, showing the complexity of our map pre-
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Figure 3. Active mapping performance vs. episode step.
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Figure 4. Impact of the other ego’s speech on passive mapping vs.
distance between the egos.

diction task. AV-Floorplan [52] fares the best among all
baselines. Its improvement over OccAnt [53] demonstrates
the benefits of exploiting the spatial cues in audio for map-
ping and using an attention-based model to leverage the long-
and short-range correlations in the audio-visual inputs.

Our method outperforms all baselines. Its improvement
over AV-Floorplan [52] underlines the efficacy of perform-
ing attention at different granularities—across modalities,
within a single modality and within a single input—guided
by our positional and modality type embeddings. It also
generalizes to the real-world setting and retains its benefits
over the baselines, even without retraining on the real-world
data. However, we do observe a drop in performance gains,
probably due to the large sim-to-real gap.

Active mapping. Fig. 3 shows the active mapping per-
formance as a function of episode progress. Employing
naive heuristics for sampling, like Random or Greedy, is
insufficient for high-quality mapping, emphasizing the high
levels of redundancy in the visual frames. Unique-pose
improves over both Random and Greedy, showing that sam-
pling diverse viewpoints provides more information about
the underlying scene geometry.

Although the baselines make initial progress, they flatten
quickly and our model eventually outperforms them all, on
both real-world and simulated data (gains are again statis-
tically significant, p ≤ 0.05). This highlights the benefits
of learning a smart policy that, given the audio streams and
its past visual samples, understands the value of sampling
a visual frame for mapping by taking cues from our novel
reward. Besides, on the real-world data, we see better per-
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Figure 5. Sample episodes for our active mapping model. While our policy samples only the salient visual frames, our mapper can both
complete partially seen objects as well as anticipate objects never seen before in the sampled visuals (red boxes on the maps).

formance margins over the baselines towards the end of
episodes, showing that our policy can adaptively defer visual
sampling to improve mapping. Owing to smart sampling,
the per-episode reduction in the capture / processing cost
for B = 2 is 74 Watts (W) / 7.2 GFLOPS in simulation and
37 W / 3.6 GFLOPS in the real world video. See Supp. for
further analysis of our model’s power and time cost.

5.2. Model analysis

Ablations. In Table 1 (bottom), we ablate the components
of our model for passive mapping. Upon removing audio,
our model experiences a large drop in mapping performance,
which indicates that our model leverages complementary
spatial cues in audio and vision. We also see a drop in
the map quality when our model lacks access to the speech
from the other ego (E

′

i). This shows that E
′

i’s speech can
better reveal the more global scene geometry than Ei’s own
speech. Fig. 4 further shows that the impact of the other
ego’s speech becomes more prominent for larger inter-ego
distances (3− 5 m vs. 1− 3 m), in which case the two types
of speech are dissimilar enough to carry complementary
geometric cues, but reduces for even larger distances (5 m
or more), in which case E

′

i is too far for its speech to carry
useful cues about Ei’s local scene geometry. Moreover,
unlike the ablation that does not perform shared mapping,
our model benefits significantly from jointly attending to the
observations of the egos and exploiting the complementary
information in them—even though both models use the exact
same audio-visual observations, including both speech from
self and the other ego. Finally, without our modality type
embeddings, our model does worse, showing their role in
learning complementary features from vision and audio.

For active mapping, Fig. 3 shows a drop in the mapping
performance upon removing audio from the policy inputs.
This implies that our policy exploits audio to reason about
the level of redundancy in a new visual frame and improve

the mapping quality vs. visual budget tradeoff. On the more
challenging real-world setting, audio plays an even bigger
role, as shown by the larger performance drop in Fig. 3b.

See Supp. for similar results with 1) ambient sounds, 2)
unheard speech, 3) higher budgets, 4) sensor noise, 5) larger
target maps, 6) different ego initializations, and 7) multiple
random data splits.

Qualitative results. Fig. 5 shows two successful active
mapping episodes of our method. Note how our model
samples views that tend have to little visual overlap but are
informative of the surrounding geometry (both occupied and
free spaces). Besides, it is able to complete structures only
partially visible in the sampled views, and more interestingly,
leverage the synergy of audio and vision to anticipate unseen
areas (red boxes on the occupancy maps in Fig. 5).

Failure cases. We notice two common failure cases with
active mapping: episodes where the egos stay at the same
location, leading to very few informative visual frames to
sample from; and episodes with highly unique visual samples
at every trajectory step, in which case each sample is useful
and our model behaves similar to Unique-pose or Greedy.
For passive mapping, our model fails with very complex
scenes that commonly have objects in spaces where both
vision and audio cannot reach (e.g. narrow corners)

6. Conclusion
We introduce Chat2Map, a new task aimed at scene map-

ping using audio-visual feeds from egocentric conversations.
We develop a novel approach for Chat2Map comprising a
shared scene mapper and a visual sampling policy based on a
novel reinforcement learner that smartly samples the visuals
only when necessary. We show promising performance on
both simulated and real-world data from over 80 scenes.
Acknowledgements: UT Austin is supported in part by the IFML
NSF AI Institute. KG is paid as a research scientist by Meta.
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